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                   Beautifully illustrated and whimsically designed, the book offers twenty-five essays
and how-tos that serve as helpful information to life: making date-night magic in the center of
the mundane, effectively exploring the city with a three-year-old, and developing a satisfying
daily routine that still leaves area for little adventures and a lot of magic.             Natalie
Holbrook’s sensibility is stylish and playful, along with practical, loving, and down-to-earth. Hey
Natalie Jean is certainly a terrific examine for anyone who would like to make her life more
beautiful.  – Gretchen Rubin             s honest, inspiring, and frequently witty articles on topics like
marriage, babies, nesting, and design.            Your blog Hey Natalie Jean has won a cult pursuing
with writer Natalie Holbrook’  Natalie’                    s first book, Hey Natalie Jean is one part
manifesto and 3 parts ideas, projects, and information.”  “                                  Natalie’s optimism,
creativity, keen eye, and zeal forever are palpable, and she encourages others to make their lives
beautiful with ease. This heartfelt, personal collection of essays and photos shows Natalie’s
ability to identify and explain existence’s lovely incidentals in the everyday routine of errands,
play dates, and naps. Inspiring, shifting, and whip-wise, Hey Natalie Jean can be an honest look
at the effort and courage that get into creating a beautiful life.
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Catching up with the best girlfriend I haven't observed in ages For reasons uknown .. The
opening essay, "On Being truly a Queen," was the blog post that proceeded to go viral and
offered her a wider audience. Instead it's regurgitated blog posts... I've been lacking Natalie. Her
perspective on points, kooky/place on/as-if-she-were-sitting-in-front-of-me conversational
design. I kept out buying her book for fear it wouldn't live up to your blog. When you put your
daily life on display, day after day, you may begin to see the woman on the screen rather than
the female in the mirror. It was great to reconnect. Wish you're happy on your side of the globe,
NJ! Honest and hilarious Love this publication, loved the blog and still a huge enthusiast of her
Instagram." I'm a self admitted "fan-girl" and will continue to read HNJ's blog, but I can't in good
faith suggest that anyone understand this book aside from get worked up about it. Five Stars
Loved this book--writing design is witty, amusing and helpful. The how-tos don't work well
following to the few essays, and the silly nature of most of them detract from the better
occasions." She was young then, earnest, more than a small goofy. I examine this whole book
last night time - it's half filled with photographs, so an instant examine - and wondered what
types of changes Natalie provides made in her lifestyle in response to her blog page readership,
in response to her blog critics. The girl in this book is overly concerned with clothing, with hair,
with eyelashes. This is not the Natalie I believed I knew; She has already written everything!
Perhaps this is actually the curse of blogging.The book has a few wonderful heartfelt moments..
I used to learn Natalie's blog and was unfortunate when she shut it down. The tone of those
pieces simply felt out . One Star I expected this to be original Articles. She doesn't seem to
possess hobbies beyond some decorative crafts. She doesn't appear to have close friends, or if
she will, they are very seldom mentioned on her blog or in the reserve. But first, first, she must
move outside of her personal mind, and into the real world. There doesn't appear to be any
depth to these apparently random thoughts, and they are provided as quirky "how-tos" framed
by one photograph after another of the blogger turned author. In the end it was like a stroll down
the block to go to with an old friend.The book offers some technical issues. The design is
clunky. Some of the photos are lower quality and appear grainy on the page. There are
numerous grammatical errors and typos. Whoever was copy editor upon this book did an
unhealthy job.Overall, the reserve is ninety percent a regurgitation of Natalie's blog with a little
filler in order to offer it some cohesion. Musings on Natalie's Musings We started reading
Natalie's blog page when it was called "Nat the Body fat Rat.I'd have liked to have seen a
collection of original essays from Natalie, but as I write these words I realize that this book truly
is her lifestyle. There may not be any essays to create when your existence is spent buying
clothes and decorating your apartment. So, I would like to see (later on, if Natalie proceeds to
create), something cool and filled with wonder. Maybe Natalie could spend a season working as
a hospice volunteer, or could take up the French horn..I'm giving the publication three stars. I
considered offering it two, but I think that Natalie can still do something with her writing if she
assumes the world in brand-new and less consumerist methods. I assume I was expecting
something beyond the eyelashes and the dry shampoo. She seems to be looking for meaning,
trying to find it in consumerism instead of in introspection. Great mix of content I really enjoyed
this! I'd been a reader of her blog for quite a while and this still felt fresh and interesting. Some
of the chapters were deeply touching plus some were fun and light, I believed it was an excellent
mix and flawlessly captures her character and perspective. It's among my favorite coffee desk
books since it's very easy to get and flip through. I expected more and just like a jerk held
asking myself "This is exactly what was so consuming and hard to write? Love it! Cute photos,
quick and thoughtful reads, AWESOME layout Even if you've hardly ever read Natalie's blog



(RIP), that is a good reserve to get. Cute photos, quick but thoughtful reads, and I LOVE the
layout. Every web page is different. If you're a lover of diarists and bloggers, this is a must-
possess for your selections. It still reads as nice, but only when you haven't implemented
Natalie's recent months exploring life beyond the Mormon religion. Fortunately I still have this :)
We was expecting something beyond the eyelashes and dry out shampoo It pains me
personally to write this (I've been reading HNJ since she was NTFR back in Idaho), but I came
across myself bored while reading HNJ. I think I would give this more of a 3. Same posts. Same
pics. It's a fun, lovely small read and think it's ideal for people whether they're acquainted with
her already. that is a woman caught in a tidal wave that I really believe she doesn't understand.
This books is to the idea, honest and hilarious. She has a distinctive writing style that could be
explored as well as perhaps tempered with some cautious editing. All of her essays on the
subject of motherhood and infertility are so so good. Reading it right now, with fresh photos
displaying unbuttoned shirts, gives a different slant to those primary terms. Taking selfies won't
provide you with the material for quality composing, it just makes that hole in your center bigger
and bigger.. This is actually the blog on webpages.5. All of her essays about motherhood and
infertility are therefore so good. Loved Natalie's writing design and wit on her behalf blog so
knew I'd love this small gem of a book and I actually was correct! Also, I know you can read
almost all of the stuff in this book on her blog. I really like Natalie so I’m just a little biased and
I'd probably still buy this reserve because it’s a nice little collection of a few of her “very best
hits.” I should remember that I still liked the beauty and fashion advice and anecdotes, but they
felt like they belonged in a different book altogether. Appreciate her musings and wit! The tone
of these pieces just felt out of place with the beauty/style guidelines.This book is a snapshot of
a female in transition. it has been over a yr since she turn off her blog .
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